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DESCRIBETHE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Retreat Avenue, running southwest -northeast in south central Hartford, 
Connecticut, is an old street* Formerly known as the Ancient Highway, it 
was part of the south road to Farraington that existed in the l?th century* 
The street took its present name from an early psychiatric hospital, the 
Retreat for the Insane, founded in 1823 just west of the location of lliO and 
li|4 Retreat Avenue, This hospital, now known as the Institute of Living, 
is one of two hospitals that dominate the neighborhood. The other, Hartford 
Hospital, is across Retreat Avenue and to the northeast from numbers 11^0 and 
li|4« One hundred forty and li^Jj. Retreat Avenue are two mid-19th-century 
Greek Revival houses that survive, alone, between the two institutions. 
(Photo 1). Other houses that once lined the street are no longer standing.

Directly across Retreat Avenue from llj.0 and Iij4 is a parking lot, re 
cently created by Hartford Hosptial through demolition of two apartment 
houses. Next door to the east of lij.0 is a brick building constructed in 
1972 for use as doctors 1 offices whose plans were drawn by Design Group One, 
of Hartford, in mass and scale sympathetic to Uj.0 and llfij., but beyond it are 
a high rise glass box building and a high rise garage (Photo 2) that provide 
hospital-related offices and parking. While llj.0 and HJ4 Retreat Avenue are 
the only mid-19th-century buildings left in the institutional environment, 
they are joined by two turn-of-the-century elements, the Church Home and a 
row of Perfect Sixes. The Church Home (Episcopal) is across Retreat Avenue 
to the northeast, a 2^-story brick building designed in the Classic Revival 
style in 1898 by George Keller, with a 3-story wing to the west in the 
Georgian Revival style, 192? > by Smith and Bassette. Behind ll^O and lijlj. 
Retreat Avenue, along the east side of Essex Street, are five brick, six- 
family, bowed-front apartment houses of the standard design known in Hartford 
as a Perfect Six. They were built in the two years after Essex Street was 
opened in 1912. One hundred forty and li|4 Retreat Avenue, now vacant, are 
the only structures still standing in the neighborhood that are one-family 
houses.

Both 140 (City Lot 9380) and li^ (City Lot 9381) Retreat Avenue are 
Greek Revival, 2%-story, three-bay, clapboard houses, each consisting of a 
square block in the front and a wing to the rear. The main block of 11^0 has 
a standing seam, metal, pyramidal roof covered with bitumen, as does the 
lower rear wing. The wing has a small, square, two- story projection to the 
rear and a one-story, flat-roofed section to the east (Photo 3)* The facade 
of the house has, in its east bay, a flat-roofed Doric entrance portico with 
fluted columns standing on square plinths and topped by square abaci. Cor 
responding Doric pilasters flank the doorway which has sidelights and transom 
lights. The lower side elements are panelled, not glazed. The upper half, 
or perhaps 605&, of the door is a large, single pane of glass over two verti 
cal raised panels (Photo 4). The other two bays of the facade have windows 
with 6-over-6 sash over rectangular wood panels, giving the effect of floor- 
to-ceiling openings. The upper three windows are 6-over-6 sash in normal 
configuration. The portico entablature, window caps, and eaves cornice are 
all simple in profile. The portico entablature has cavetto moldings at the 
top of the architrave and frieze and a eyraa recta in its cornice crown
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molding but nothing more   no further moldings, no dentil course, no trig- 
lyphs, no metopes* The window caps are sections of plank with no moldings 
whatsoever, and the eaves cornice has a crown molding only with simple flat 
boards for fascia and narrow soffit.

The west elevation of lij.0 has two windows in each floor of the main 
block, placed toward the front rather than centered, two oblong attic windows 
above them in the fascia under the eaves, and a brick chimney rising above 
the roofline, The rear block has a door and four windows at the first floor, 
a window at the second floor over the door and three more toward the rear. 
The east elevation of the main block, on the other hand, has three windows at 
both first and second floors, not evenly spaced, and two oblong attic open 
ings* The first part of the one-story section of the rear wing has a recessed 
porch with floor-to-ceiling window in its north wall leading to the main block 
and a door and window in its west wall. There is a further window to the rear 
and two windows upstairs not aligned vertically over those on the first floor. 
The rear elevation has two windows, one over the other, in the projection, a 
door and window at first floor in the two«story section under the pyramidal 
roof, and one second story window, not aligned. A chimney rises from the 
roof apex (Photo 3).

The house has a full basement, except under the final rear projection 
and one story section. Both the interior and exterior surfaces of the foun 
dations have been covered with smooth cement, preventing visual examination 
of the foundation walls material. There are three square brick posts in the 
cellar.

The first floor has a hall running along the east wall, inside the front 
door. There is a window in this wall and then a flight of stairs rises a- 
gainst it to the second floor. The balustrade has two turned balusters per 
tred, a thick, turned newel post, and a round handrail (Photo ij.). A door 
way with eared architrave and four-panel door opens to the west from the hall 
to the front room. There is a fireplace in the west wallthere flanked by 
plain pilasters* The fireplace opening has an obtuse (four-centered) arched 
opening and narrow mantel shelf. Other than the doorway and fireplace sur 
rounds there is little decorative trim in the house.

A room of almost equal size to the rear is reached through a door from 
the front room and from the hall. It has a fireplace against the east wall 
between two windows, A second room to the west at this depth from the front 
has now been cut up into a bathroom and cupboard space; its original func 
tion is not clear. Next toward the rear, behind this area, a stairway rises 
across the width of the house, just inside the side door. Upon entering 
through the door, one turns left, toward the front of the house, to start up
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the stairs. After one straight riser, there are two winders, then nine 
risers to the second floor, ascending eastward to about the middle of the 
house* The room behind the stairs has a fireplace (now closed up) in its 
noyth wall, back to back with another fireplace in the final rear room, both 
flues encased In the chimney that rises from the center of the pyramidal roof 
of the rear wing,

A decorative element on the second floor is the curved wall at the top 
of the front stairs (see floor plans). It is not a matter of there being 
winders at the top of the flight5 rather, the wall beyond the top of the 
stairs curves. The principal bedroom is In the northwest corner. It has a 
fireplace on the west wall, now blocked up. There are two more rooms in the 
main block on this floor. The east chimney at this level shows no signs of 
ever having had a fireplace. Toward the rear, the floor and ceiling heights 
change, become lower, at the transition from the main, front block of the 
house to the rear wing, where there are two more rooms.

Only the main, front block has an attic. It shows the hipped roof 
framing. The east chimney stops at the level of the attic floor, where it 
appears as an open brick shaft. The place in the roof above It where it 
once penetrated has been framed in.

The house is sited perhaps 15 feet back of the sidewalk. There is a 
two-foot stone retaining wall at the sidwalk. Granite blocks form a walk to 
the front portico and around to the east rear door. The land to the east and 
to the rear of the house has been paved.

One hundred forty-four Retreat Avenue, on the corner of Essex Street, is 
similar In plan and mass to lij.0, but Is simpler both inside and out. The 
rear wing is one story, has no basement, and Is positioned offset to the west 
rather than on a direct axis behind the main block. The main block has a 
gable roof, with the front gable serving as a pediment In the middle of which 
there is an oblong window. On the exterior, this window is protected by two 
louvered blinds. The window is glazed with four vertical panes with the mun- 
tins extended so that the four are surrounded by lij. smaller panes:

The three first-floor windows of the facade are floor-to-ceiling, the 
entire height being glazed with 1-over-l sash. The individual pieces of 
glass therefore are of unusually large size. Formerly there was a porch in 
front of these windows, across the width of th© house, approached by steps
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from the east. The second floor windows are 1-over-l of more normal size. 
As at 114.0, the windows have plank sills and lintels without moldings. The 
cornice of the pediment is plain, and has an unembellished fascia board. 
Only the raking cornices have quarter-round moldings.

The east elevation of the main block has four windows at each floor in 
an unevenly spaced 1-2-1 rhythm. The main entrance is In the first space. 
It has a portico of square posts and low, gabled roof of recent construction! 
the front of the gable is plywood. This portico replaces an earlier side 
porch that was a companion to the front porch. In the rear wing the east 
elevation has a door and a window.

The fenestratlon of the west elevation of the main block is two pairs of 
openings at both levels (Photo 5)« Upstairs all four are windows, but at the 
first floor the third to the rear Is a side door. There is a single window 
In the wing. The rear elevation of the main block has two windows one over 
the other, to the east, and In the attic gable a small vertical window of 
four panes. The rear of the wing has one window and a door (Photo 6).

The main block and the wing have central brick chimneys. The foundations 
appear from the outside also to be brick, but on the Inside It Is apparent 
that the brick changes to stone about at the frost line. The cellar floor 
is paved with stone.

The main door on the east side leads to a small entranceway (Photo 7) 
from which one turns right Into the front room that runs across the full 
width of the house. The front room has a fireplace on Its south wall, back- 
to-back with a fireplace (Photo 9) in the second room. These fireplaces have 
low, obtuse arches similar to those In lij.0. The second room also can be en 
tered from the side door on the west elevation (Essex Street). Just Inside 
this door a stairway runs In a straight flight north along the wall, as 
cending to the second floor. This Is the only stairway between the first 
and second floors, A full partition separates it from the second roomi I.e., 
the stairway is completely closed in. At the bottom of the stairs there is 
a door to the second room, the top half of which is glazed. A similar door 
exists at the top of the stairs. The rear wing Is the kitchen area,

There are three bedrooms on the second floor, reached by a hall that 
runs across the middle of the house and by a hall that runs back parallel wlti 
the stairs. There Is a false fireplace on the west wall of the northwest 
room. Floors throughout are wide boards, not hardwood. In the attic the rooi 
framing consists of llj. principal rafters and ridgepole with no collar beams, 
purlins, or lateral braces. Wide boards are laid longitudinally on the 
rafters, to which the shingles, now asphalt, are nailed.
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Since preparation of the nomination, 140 and 144 Ketreat Avenue have 
been rehabilitated in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards 
for Historic Preservation Projects. The work included..construction of a 
link joining the two buildings and of a picket fence across the fronts of 
the lot lines, as shown by Photograph 9, The purpose of the link was to 
permit operation of the two structures as a unit.

February 7, 1981
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

One hundred forty and lijjj. Retreat Avenue embody the distinctive charac 
teristics of the type, period, and method of construction associated with 
the Greek Revival style of frame domestic architecture (Criterion A). They 
have been altered very little since they were built, and, by their integrity, 
together provide an historic sense of time and place in a neighborhood other 
wise dominated by the presence of two large institutions.

* ^ story of the origins of the two houses and of the people who lived 
in them emerges from a study of the Hartford Land Records and the citv 
directories. On March 21, 181^5, John Goodrich of the State of New York 
deeded a lot of land" (li^ Retreat Avenue) to Eliada Barnes for $l8k (Hart 
ford Land Records, Volume 72, Page gl). Barnes is listed in the l8kk direc 
tory as a painter. Apparently, the house at UJ4 was constructed bv 
November 26, 1845, for on that date (72/371*. ) David L. Gamp quit claimed 
the "premises with building thereon" to Barnes, sayiAg^ Interest ?n and 
to the same being by virtue of a statute law of this State entitled ' an Act
ttSS^fn ?v,?6 ?AM 112? a ^i6n °S iand and Bul^i*gs.'» David L. Camp is not 
listed in the 181^ directory, but Daniel Camp, joiner, is, and so is Joseph 
Camp, architect, and William Camp, cabinet maker. Presumably, David was a 
member of this family of artisans and was employed by Barnes in building the 
house. The Camp association is strengthened by the record (8l/kk5) of 
Daniel S. Camp in 1852 releasing Barnes of a mortgage on the property.

Sale of the house by Barnes in 1852 (82/280) to a new owner who did not 
live there marked tbe beginning of a period when the house apparently was 
?a??d / a?/?2^nvestra@nt and rented * Further sales followed in l8gk (92/51) 
i85ii?1/W8) > and 186° < 126/12Q ) before a sale in 1868 (127/168) to Henry 
D. Didier, a stenographer, who lived there, as did his successors. Didier«s 
heirs sold in 1879 (179/109) to John M. Farnham who operated a musical in! 
strument repair shop on Asylum Street. His widow owned the house to 1902 
when it was purchased (296/2) by William E. O'Brien, a builder. The O'Briens
Sa^%?°fP^2> £ ^k the Hev ' H ' M * M^nP-on. Pastor of the Memorial 
Methodist Church at the corner of Washington *4 Jefferson Greets (no longer 
standing). The next owners, the Johnson family, lived in the house from 
1919 (klk/7lk) to 1978 (1623/239). Frederick W. Johnson was a foreman at 
Case, Lockwood, and Brainard, printers.

The first transaction for llj.0 Retreat Avenue occurred May 13, l8£l (82/ 
207) when Virgil Cornish sold the land for $325 to Bogardus Beardslee. 
Cornish was a "stewart (sic) at Insane Retreat," while Beardslee was a
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clothier on Asylum Street. Apparently they both engaged in real estate trans 
actions on the side. Beardslee sold the land and buildings for $2,300 in 
1856 to Elizabeth G. (Mrs. Chauneey) Wright (95/120), the widow of a joiner. 
Whether Beardslee built the house in 1851 and rented it, or whether he owned 
the empty lot for several years until building the house and selling it to 
Mrs. Wright does not show in the record. On an 1850 map the house shows as 
the center of three at about this location, giving mild support to the notion 
that Mrs. Wright was not the first to live there.

Mrs. Wright and her descendants owned the house from 1856 to 195^-* al 
most 100 years. In 1878, William L* Wright, a machinist and presumably a 
son, is listed as residing at this address. In 191ij-> William L. Wright f s oc 
cupation is given as "inspector 1 Flower Street ft (the address of Pratt and 
Whitney). In 1923, Mrs. Ellen Wright (widow of William L.) is listed as the 
householder, with a boarder, George H. Spearin, a metallurgist at Colt's.

Study of the maps and atlases shows something about the development of 
the houses and the neighborhood. The 1855 wap and i860 atlas do not show 
building silhouettes, but the 1869 atlas shows the kitchen wing of Iij4 al 
ready in place, indicating that if it was not original, at least it was early. 
At llj.0 the recessed side porch does not show in Io69> but it does in 18965 
perhaps the one story section including the recessed porch was added before 
1896. In 1896, Iij4 had a porch across the front and on the east side.

The 1850 map and later atlases show that the Institute of Living has 
owned substantially all its present real estate from the beginning. By 1850 
a good sized range of buildings (still in use) was in place running parallel 
to Washington Street. The grounds behind the buildings, between Retreat 
and Maple Avenues and extending to 11^* was park-like in character. There 
was no basic change in this arrangement during the 19th century. It was the 
1920 f s before two buildings were constructed at the Essex Street and Maple 
Avenue corner of the grounds, while the nurses residence visible at the far 
right in Photo 1 dates from 1937*

Hartford Hospital, founded in the raid l850 f s, shows in the 1869 atlas 
in the triangular space at the point where Jefferson Street and Retreat 
Avenue come together. While a few additional buildings were added from 
time to time, again, as in the case of the Institute of Living, it was after 
World War I before significant changes occurred. For Hartford Hospital the 
changes took the form of acquisition of additional land to the west and a 
continuing building program whereby it overtook its older neighbor in size.
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During ther years from raid-19th century to after World War I, the 
4o^th side of Retreat Avenue starting with lijlj, at the edge of the Institute 
of Living's grounds, at the west end, to the intersection of Retreat and 
Maple Avenues, at the east end, was a solid row of houses. By I860 the row 
consisted of 18 structures, 10 of them frame on relatively small lots. A- 
cross the street, west of Hartford Hosptial, there were three large residen 
tial properties. One of them gave way to the Church Home in 1898. Soon af 
ter Essex Street was put through in 1912, the five Perfect Sixes were built* 
Most of the row of 18 structures survived until after World War II when the 
great growth of the institutions, especially Hartford Hosptial, encouraged 
their demolition and replacement by commercial structures that support func 
tions related to the hospital. Only lij.0 and li|4 Retreat Avenue remain in 
place.

As might be expected from the difference in design and from the more 
elaborate trim of 140, the two houses were constructed by different builders. 
The continuous ownership of lij.0 by one family contrasted with the frequent 
changes in ownership of lijlj. is consistent with the greater number of physical 
changes that have taken place at

The changes in some ways make lijJj. the more interesting structure, even 
though lij.0 is more elaborate. The great tall 1-over-l windows on the front, 
and, in fact, the 1-over-l windows throughout, probably are not original as 
glass pieces of these sizes were unknown in the mid-19th century. Probably 
the two attic windows, front and back, are the only original glazing. Then 
the absence of proper stairs is a puzzle. The one set of stairs, inside the 
side door and partitioned off, suggests boarders as a regular thing, if not 
a two-family arrangement, but there is no indication of kitchen facilities on 
the second floor. Moreover, a study of the 1900 census and the 191ij. and 1919 
city directories, that list residents by street and number, fails to reveal 
any more boarders than those already mentioned. The 1900 census records that 
at li|4 the tenant was Patrick Barcy, health inspector, whose household in 
cluded his wife and mother-in-law, Wright, the machinist, owned lij.0 and 
lived there with his wife, daughter, sister (a bookbinder), and mother-in- 
law. Similarly, other households in the row did not have boarders. In an 
era when boarders and boarding houses proliferated, Retreat Avenue was not a 
boarding house neighborhood.

Both houses have three regular, conventional, evenly- spaced bays on the 
front, but in the other three e^vations of both the fenestration is irregu 
lar, doors and windows apparently being positioned on a basis of utility 
rather than design or pattern. Other oddities include some question as to 
the original use of the first floor rooms in both houses. Presumably, the 
front room was the best room, but what about the next room to the rear? Was
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It a second parlor, or was It the dining room? Both houses have fireplaces 
In the kitchen, lifO with a back-to-back fireplace in a room that normally 
would serve as a pantry or small storage area, but It Is odd that a room of 
such function would have a fireplace.

One hundred forty four Retreat Avenue Is the conventional Greek Revival 
house with three-bay facade under gable roof forming pediment toward the 
street. Houses of this general description were built In the second quarter 
of the 19th century in great number throughout America and were represented 
in Hartford not only by these on Retreat Avenue but also by others on Grand, 
Chestnut, and Falrmont streets, and Wethersfield, Hew Britain, and Flatbush 
avenues. Then the Greek Revival style dropped out of fashion* The design 
at lij.0, however, has a different history. The three-bay block with pyramidal 
roof and columned portico did continue very much in vogue during the third 
quarter of the 19th century, but It was executed in brick, the roof was 
given an overhang at the eaves, and the style was called Itallanate. Brick 
Italianate houses of essentially the same design as llj.0 Retreat Avenue are 
found throughout Hartford, notably In the Lewis Street and Congress Street 
Historic Districts (Photo 8).

Apparently, the two houses never had any outbuildings, a curious circum 
stance as the middle class position of the owners and the comfortable size 
of the houses would suggest ownership of horses and later automobiles for 
which storage must have been found elsewhere.

One hundred forty and Ujlj. Retreat Avenue survive as a clear record of 
the Greek Revival style and mid-19th-century room layout and floor plans. 
With their integrity essentially unimpaired, they today provide a reminder 
of what Retreat Avenue was like a century ago when they were two In a row of 
18 residential structures that survived until overwhelmed by changes related 
to the Post-World War II rapid growth of neighboring institutions.
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